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The Music Man reviewed in this week's In Tune
the daily aine
vol. 88, no. 34
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Tenure denial questioned
after two
service."
Carroll added. "He certainly has
got all the things he needs to be
tenured at this university as well as
others."
Webb was hired by former UMO
president Howard Neville in 1979 to
fill the post of dean of Arts and
by Michael Finnegan
University officials are upset and
surprised by the Board of Trustees
action to deny tenure to Dean of Arts
and Sciences Karl Webb.
At Tuesday's Board of Trustee
meeting a new policy concerning an
administrator's eligibility for tenure
was implemented. The policy
stipulated that administrators are
not to be awarded tenure.
According to Webster's dictionary
the definition of tenure is, "A status
granted usually after a probationary
period to one holding a position,
especially as a teacher and protect-
ing him from dismissal except for
serious misconduct or incompetence
determined by formal hearings or
"The rules were turned on Karl,
an inexcusable way to operate. I'm a
graduate of this institution and
ashamed by the handling of the
matter." Henry Hooper. professor of
physics said.
Robert Carroll. chairman of the
Foreign Language Department, said,
"I think it is a new policy. Webbs
dossier was put up with expectation
that he would be granted tenure
years of departmental
Sciences and professor of German.
Prior to his hiring Webb had
inquired about obtaining tenure and
was told by Neville that tenure
eligibility was possible, said Hooper,
who in 1979 was chairman of the
Standing Appointment Committee,
in charge of hiring deans and
vice-presidents.
Dean Karl Webb
Hooper stated that the Board of
Trustees policy for tenure has been
not to award tenure after the first
year, and in the second year of
service a candidate may be consid-
ered. Until last Tuesday's BOT
meeting no policy disallowing
administrator's tenure existed, he
said.
An examination of recent tenure
awardings points-up inconsistencies
with BOT tenure policies and the fact
that many employees with faculty/
administrator status have been
awarded tenure.
Hooper cited as an example his
own hiring in 1973. Hooper was
offered full professorship and chair-
man positions and obtained tenure,
"the day I walked in." Hooper also
cited the 1978 hiring of Dean of
Engineering and Sciences James
Clapp, who received tenure in his
first year. Hooper further cited
former President Neville's tenure in
economics and former dean of Arts
and Sciences Gordon Haaland's
tenure in psychology.
According to Hooper the B01
members do not believe in tenure for
administrators and award tenure not
on merit but rules and technicality.
"A person comes to the university
with expectations that he would go
through processes and obtain ten-
ure. But they (BOT members) have
now come up with new guidelines on
how not to give adminstrators
tenure.— Hooper said.
According to Hooper, the BOT
wants managers at dean and vice
president levels that are told to do a
task and see that the task is done.
"It is very important for depart-
ment chairmen and deans to have
tenure.,. Will I have my job tommor-
row because I go out and say what I
believe in?" Hooper said. "Open
discussion is the whole idea behind
an educational institution."
Med school funding cut
may force students out
by Janet Hunter
Deep concern continues over Governor
Brennan's proposal to cut Maine's $3.4
million contribution to a medical school
funds pool. which secures 64 slots in
out-of-state medical schools for Maine
students.
"In terms of educational impact on
Maine students, it will have very serious
implications. Only the extremely bright
and the extremely wealthy would be able to
compete for a place in medical school,
should the governor's proposal succeed,"
said Dr. Harlan Philippi, Director of Health
Professions Education in the Chancellor's
Office.
Brennan's budget-trimming eftorts
which include the plan to totally do away
with Maine's contribution to the medical
school funds pool will effectively stop in
mid-stream Maine students now in medical
school at Tufts University, Boston Univer-
sity. University of Vermont and Dartmouth
College.
The withdrawal of the state funds which
come from state income tax revenues will
ensure extra costs of aproximately $3,000
per year for each Maine student now in
medical school.
These students will simply be forced to
drop out unless the individual university or
college decides to make special arrange-
ments to keep them on and allow them to
complete their education.
No new students would be accepted into
the places that the students from Maine
presently occupy, if the funding is cut.
`...Only the extremely
bright and the extrem elv
wealthv would be able to
compete for a place
in medical school...'
The Journal of Medical Education six or
seven years ago listed Maine as 50th in the
nation in the percentage of students from
each state being accepted into medical
school. UMO's presently ranked first.
This ranking is based on the number of
students per 100.000 in the population
being accepted in medical school after
applying. In the percentage of students
per 100,000 people who apply initially to
medical • school. Maine ranks 35th.
If the proposed cut comes about, Maine
will doubtlessly fall to its prior ranking of
50th for both categories. Philippi said.
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State still undecided
on faculty salaries
by Sue Wright
The state will not take action on the UMaine faculty's
requested $19.9 million salary increase until it determines what
funds remain following negotiations with state employees. Vice
Chancellor Sullivan said.
"The governor recommended we get all we got last year (10
percent). plus an increase for inflation and said he would
subsequently make an allowance for a salary inerease.•• Sullivan
said.
Professor Edward Collins. state president for Associated
Faculty of the University of Maine(AFUM), said negotiations are
in progress between AFUM and the university. "AFUM is
seeking to improve faculty salaries considerably." he said.
Collins cannot yet say exactly how much an increase the
faculty is requesting but said they have received a 10 percent
raise each year for the last two years. "We hope to do better
than that," he said.
"We are greatly concerned, as apparently is the chancellor.
that UMaine faculty have the lowest comparable salaries in the
country.•" Collins said.
"Most faculty are recruited on a national market. We're
competing with all the other universities for quality faculty, to
ensure a high quality education here." he said, adding that
many people seem unaware of this reason for salary raises.
Over 800 faculty members belong to AFUM which
negotiates their contracts, grievances, working conditions and
leaves of absence. Collins said that before AFUM was formed
only the administration could request state funds. "A big
change in this situation now is that the faculty can approach the
legislature also,•• he said.
"My own opinion is that the state will come through with the
money." Collins said.
If the state does not approve the request the university could
possibly eye a tuition increase to cover the salary increase if it is
accepted. Tuition covers 33 percent of the university's budget
reventen, with the legislature providing 61 percent and federal
loans most of the remainder.
This sign was posted yesterday on the New Edition office door by Robin Hartford,
under the supervision of Student Government President Charlie Mercer. Locks were
changed on the door, because Mercer said he had received threats to the paper's
typesetting equipment. New Edition representatives met yesterday with the
administration, which decided not to fund the student government publication any
money. It has not been determined whether the New Edition will ever publish again.
[photo courtesy Frank Richardsj
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111 violation of state law 
Streakers run the risk of legal tangles
by Stephen Peterson
If anyone out there wishes to streak.don't. At the very least an apprehended
streaker can be sent through diversion and
at the worst the state may take action.
Assistant Director of Police Services
William Prosker said it is a violation of
state law to streak. He said it doesn't
matter if streakers are caught at the
university' or if its done in their home town,it's still a violation.
"We have one case in court right now,"
Prosser said. '•I can't remember what
complex he is from but he was out doing
his thing and when he ran into his dorm
there was a lady policeman there talking
with two girls."
Other legal implications sometimes
block the arrest of nude lawbreakers.
Prosser said the streakers either have to be
caught or identified by a complainent.
Otherwise the charges cannot be substan-
tiated.
Some offenders, or those caught with
their pants down if you will. like Penobscot
Hall's 4-West streakers are sent to
Conduct Officer Wendy Walton. Walton
sends the offenders through diversion, a
form of penally program where free work is
donated by the offenders. In the case of
the 4-West streakers Walton suggested
they write a letter of apology in the Main,
Campus.
One 4-West resident said their diversion
* Police *
blotter
1) Susan kllsop
A Somerset Hall resident reported
the theft of a $60 portable radio from
her car, parked in the Somerset Hall
lot, sometime last week.
UMOPD reports that a 12-year-old
boy may be responsible for the
recent daily thefts of items from cars
on campus. The boy, found steering
on the football bleachers and wand-
ering around campus. is about five
teet tall, with blond hair and usually
wears a green snorkel jacke . It is
believed the items stolen are thrown
into the Stillwater River. If the boy is
seen in the area of the cars,
attempting to break in. the UMOPD
requests that it be reported.
Policeubserved a group of Phi Eta
Kappa brothers trying to lift a
vehicle from the mud on the
northwest corner of the mall at 3:30
a.m. Sunday morning. The owner of
the vehicle, Carl Edwards of Phi Eta
Kappa. said unknown persons had
pushed his car onto the mall.
Edwards attempted to get the car off
the mall and got it stuck in the mud
up to its frame. Police said Edwards
,:ould have taken a drier route off the
'nail and he will be billed for the
damage to the mall.
Lil Stone. resident director of York
Village. reported that a brown and
white mongrel dog bit her son on
Monday. The six to 12-month-old
dog. with a red collar, was trans-
ported to the Old Town pound.
An Estabrook Hall resident report-
ed that he left his jacket on top of his
•ar Sunday when he drove out of the
Jeering Hall lot and lost the coat.
he $40 Arctic Cat jacket is black
.kith a green stripe.
Two pairs ot thick gold-rimmed
glasses were found outside Lewiston
Hall at BCC. The glasses. contained
in black cases, carried no identifi-
cation.
• MIA
This unknown streaker "struck" down the hall of his dorm and was lucky; he wasn'tcaught. Writt photo]
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Career Opportunity AEntry level sales position leading to 7
management
Our training is more than a sales manual and a slap on the back. As arepresentative for a leading life insurance company, we supply an inten-sive five-year training program. Success in speclalized sales work canlead to unlimited management opportunities. We offer a permanentcareer with unlimited earning potential. Have the satisfaction and in-dependence of your own business, yet be affiliated with and have thesupport of a large financial firm. We are looking for college graduateswith some business experience or a history of ambitious work beim% ior.Previous sales experience or management experience is helpful but notnecessary to qualify. A representative will be on Campus op
Feb. 26 & 27 
IfpgrporaiDtpplotiori7.- • - 7: r '1 ( 4° oQpc1r r 17r
for interviews or call 773-5661 to ask for a personal interview
might be in the form of painting their
section.
The men of 4-West gained notoriety
through a photo in the Maine Campus but
that is not the only publication that has
picked up on their streaking news. A
nudist paper called Beachhead, based out
of Oshkosh, Wis. picked up the story of thedoomed fivesome. Beachhead had corres-
pondents in many areas and the news that
hit their press in the February 1981 issue
was submitted by Dick(no last name) in Old
Town.
CAMPUS
CRIER
WANTED:Assistant Treasurer for
SEA for 1981-82. Salaried position.
Applications available in SEA office
and are due March 4. Ph-me
581-7929
HELP WANTED:Address and stuff
envelopes at home. Any age or
location. Earnings unlimited. See ad
under Business Opportunities.
'triple "S"
Free puppies: Call Kay. 581-2551
Pappies For Sale: Call Ray 942-5381
in ME. In N.H. Fvie 603-889-7767.
Purebred English setters. $150.00.
Sire: Rebel train Ben (champion).
Bitch: OH'-OH' it's a boo-boo
tgrandaughter of Hickory Pride out
of Pine Hill Kennels.) Excellent
bloodlines - Make excellent bird
dogs.
Reward for the recovery of a black
and green jacket and gloves lost
Sunday at. or near Deering lot.
Contact Eric Ellis 581-7214.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
Address and stuff envelopes at
•home. Earnings unlimited. Offer.
Send $1.00. Refundable. to Triple
16243-L-1 Cajon. Hesperia. CA
92345
51.20 for first 15 words
10' each additional word
Per prepaid insertion
S3.00/three days
S5.00/five days
plus 1 Cr per
additional words
AIR FORCE
ROTC —
HERE ARE THE FACTS
When you're discussing something as important as your future, it's urgent that you get the straightfacts. . . and that you understand them. Air Force ROTC can be an important part of your future. We wouldlike to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into gathering more.It's a fact: the Air Force needs highly-qualified, dedicated officers. . . men and women. It's a fact: we needpeople in all kinds of educational disciplines. It's a fact: we're prepared to offer financial help to those who canqualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship.Get together with an AFROTC representative and discuss the program. Well give you all the facts. Itcould be one of the most important talks you've ever had with anyone about your educational plans.\FROTC representatives will be at the MO field house on 20 Feb and 13 Mar 81.
ROTC
(Jo t4, oy yr Pot ,Noy of 1.fe
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Washer profits questioned
by Brenda Bickford
There is a discrepancy between what one student
And Residential Life think about washer and dryer
service and prpfits on campus.
Steven Kramer. 124 Gannett Hall. in a letter to
the Maine Canopus, complained about the washers
and dryers in Gannett Hall. Kramer. calling the
situation ''deplorable." wrote the letter after trying
to wash his clothes there. He said he was worried
Residential Life had a high profit margin.
"It's a hassle to wash clothes. Most of the
washers are working. but the three that were broken
were left for three to five weeks with an "out of
order" sign on them. I was told that the Complex
Coordinator and the vending company were notified.
but nothing was done until the day after my letter
appeared in the paper." he said.
Kramer cited several figures regarding the
operation of the machines in his letter. Kramer. a
senior mechanical engineer, said he calculated the
figures based on energy consumption from the
washers and dryers.
"I talked to one of my professors. and he said the
machines would probably be about 50 percent
efficient. I figured they must use 40 gallons of water
per load, and not all of this is hot water. They run
the water at about 112 degrees. The machines have
a 10-watt motor, which operates for about a half
hour. The meter readings for three weeks. were 375
loads. That means 2,400 loads per year at .85 is$2,040 revenue. minus $1,477 (expenses) leaves$563 profit or 27.6 profit."
Ross Moriarty. Residential Life director, had a
different view of the laundry situation.
"I don't think we have a breakdown problem. The tkisarsbArirmoney we make from the machines is contributed to
room and board for all students. He doesn't have
any way to know these things (figures cited in the
letter). He must have made some of them up,"
Moriarty said.
"The contract with the vending company says we
get 20 percent of the money made from the
machines. Out of that we pay the utility charges.
The vending company pays the repair bills," he
said. "any excess after we pay utilities goes to room
and board."
Mac-Gray Co. Inc.. of Cambridge. Mass., the
vending company which supplies the university with
123 automatic washers and 151 dryers, has a
five-year contract with UMO.
The University receives a 20 percent commission
on all money received up to $30 average per machine
per month. 30 percent for all money over $30 and up
to $40 average per month and 40 percent for over$40 average per machine per month, according to
the contract. Vern Ellsmore, assistant director of
Residential Life for operations, estimates that the
commission per year before expenses is 530.000.
Zig Kachan, Stewart Complex business manager,
said the machines in Gannett are not any worse than
machines anywhere.
"They have broken down, but the repairman (in
Bangor) is very contientious about making repairs.
I've always had excellent results when I report a
problem." he said. 
•
Better U.S.-Sino relations
urged to combat Soviets
by Pamela Bemis
Prof. Hubert S. Liang, a professor of
English at the University of Nanking in the
People's Republic of China, urged stronger
U.S.-Sino relations to combat Soviet
agression and expansionism.
Liang said the greatest number and the
most advanced weapons would not be
enough to win a war against Russia. "You
must have the broadest international front
to back you. It must include China."
He said China's communism is not like
Russia's communism. It is the interests
not the ideology that decides a nation.
There are no special conditions needed for
better U.S.-China relations. "We are
natural allies," the governments just need
to allow it to happen.
Liang said he wasn't as sure of relations
with the U.S. as he had been when Carter
was in office. "Carter was for closer and
closer relations with the People's Republic
of China and Mondale was also. Mondale
said a strong China would be to the U.S.
advantage."
"I hope President Reagan will be wisely
advised to do the best thing. not just for
China but for the U.S. and for world
peace." Liang "I hope our situation
will improve. I hope your government has
received the signals we have sent to
them."
Hang said he hoped our government
would not be taken foi a ride by Breznev.
"Don't hay:- any illusions about detante.
How can Russia have any basis for a
summit conference with troops in Afgan-
istan and Cuba and troops along the
Chinese boarder."
He urged U.S. military build up. "The
1.1 must take the lead, you must be
leader and then you can talk with the
Soviets and you can talk to them with
strength. That is the only way you can talk
to Russia. That's what Kennedy did. He
did it the right way."
Russia is "drunk with power". "I see no
change in Soviet policy towards peace. The
Soviets are interested in expansionism. It
doesn't matter if Breznev drops dead. his
thing."
Awards given
for work and
achievement
are interested in
by Pamela Bemis
the same
In one of his last functions as student
government president. David Spellman
presented the annual awards of recognition
for work and achievement done in student
government organizations Tuesday night
at the senate meeting.
Sheryl Bailey. Peter Labbe and Jim
Pastorelli were recipients of the Winthrop
C. Libby Award, the highest award given
for outstanding achievement in student
government.
The Timothy A. Dorr Award, which is
awarded to those who work hard but never
get recognized was given to Robb Morton,
Val Haynes. Robin Hartford, Charlie
Mercer and Paula Chai.
Spellman said there were other people
he felt who deserved recognition. He gave
certificates of award to Jon Smith. Susan
Williams. Steve Green. Richard Hewes.
Crilly Ritz. Barbara Beem. Cindy Rocket
and Frank Card.
Are dormitory washing machines overly expensive? Michelle Legereloads her wash into one of the machines in Hart Hall. 1Weggler photol
1.
Thursday. February 26
10 a.m. Civil Engineering Graduate
Seminar in Environmental and
Water Resources Engineering.
Marcel Moreau will speak on "Wind
Generated Longshore Currents."
335 Aubert
12 noon Religious Issues: "The
.Acceptance or Denial of Death."
Alex Cairns, Chaplain, EMMC. Coe
Lounge. Union.
3:10 p.m. Workshop: Survival in
Large Classes. Sponsored by LSA
Undergraduate Education Commit-
tee. Panel: students Stuart Rich and
K.C. White: faculty Paul Harris.
Maxwell McCormack. Brent Thomp-
son. and James Waddell. Wells
Commons Lounge.
7 p.m. Episcopal Eucharist. Canter-
bury House. College Ave. and
Chapel Road.
7 and 9 p.m. IDB Movie. "Star
Crash." 101 EM.
8:15 p.m. Maine Masque Theatre.
"The Music Man." Hauck.
Admission.
I I p.m. Last Call. "Alcohol and the
Campus." WMEB Radio.
Tickets are available this week at the
booth by the Bear's Den for "Gordon
Bok." Bok will be performing this
Sunday. March 1 at 8 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium. Ticket prices are $2.00
for UMO students and $3.00 for all
others.
"a2aCC-
Attention UMO Organizations
The Prism will be selling 1/2
 pages et 125.00
and full pages at 150.00 to any UMO recognized
organization on campus.
If your organization is interested call 581-7698 or visit our
office in the basement of Lord Hall.
Deadline March 20
March 21 -28 FOCUS on Bermuca
DEADLINE EXTENDED!
We have 25 spaces still available and one of them
could be yours. Guaranteed
 prices start at $346.
Bring your deposit into the Information Center in the
Memorial Union TODAY,
 or call 581-7042
for more details.
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Editorials
Opinions wanted
To Residential Life, alcohol has been nothing
more than a teaching aid.
For most of this academic year, campus ad-
ministrators, apparently responding to statewide
criticism labeling this campus as an alcohol-infested
playground, have sent feelers through this com-
munity threatening a banning of all kegs from dor-
mitories.
At the height of this hysteria, students were taken
aback. The home of the "Stein Song" might soon be
come an expensive bottle club?
This threat upon dorm residents' ability to choose
their own mode of relief from academic and other
pressures was real, and backed up by similar keg bans
at other New England campuses.
Students were worried, and apparently prepared to
defend their position by communicating with any
available administrator. This dissatisfaction, it was
thought, resulted from the latest in a long line of
"protective" lifestyle measures taken by Residential
Life and the Office of Student Affairs.
This increasing hysteria proved to be nothing more
than a ploy.
Word came down Tuesday from Assistant Director
of Residential Life Joline Morrison that the keg ban
threat was designed to generate higher student tur-
nout at Residential Life lifestyle forums.
Bizarre is the only way to describe this tactic.
Students are encouraged to get involved in the
a‘ailahle lifestyles ‘kithin unkersity dormitories.
Students should demand that their voices be heard.
But a look at the recent history of these lifestyles
forums, considered so important to these ad-
ministrators that they resort to terror tactics to solicit
student input, shows that Residential Life has not
always been the most cooperative of landlords.
One forum scheduled last spring was attended byjust four students. The reason? The forum was
scheduled at four o'clock on a beautiful Friday af-
ternoon, not the optimum time of the week for
generating student interest in administrative matters.
A more recent example of mis-guided ad-
ministrative scheduling concerns a forum held during
the 1981 Super Bowl. York Complex students, in-
cluding now-Student Government President Charlie
Mercer, had to choose between the sporting event of
the month and the possibility that their dorms would
be changed to a quiet complex.
This forum was well attended, but the only ad-
ministrative official present was the York Complex
coordinator, considered no more than a middlemanby most students. To the residents of York Complex,
the forum was a waste. The real administrators were
not accessible.
Residential Life should take a minute and reflect
on possible mistakes in past forums. From there,
maybe a little adjustment, such as more realistic
scheduling, could make the discussions more
meaningful and convenient for all.
Fear does not lead to harmony.
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Faculty viewpoint
Prof. Art Guesmots
Am!
teaching this?
I teach advertising courses: intro-
ductory courses, intermediate, adv-
anced. specialized. everything.
Since I came to UMO eight years ago
I've had over 1.000 students enrolled
in the basic advertising course and
many of them have continued on to
the advanced level of the topic.
Before I must have had another
1.000 students in the same courses
but at another university.
I got to thinking about these
numbers the other day while watch-
ing television (obviously I don't
watch television to enjoy it. I watch
only as part of my ongoing research.
No intellectual watches television).
Anyway, I was watching. and
obviously I saw some commercials.
Great commercials, not one. Good
commercials, a few. Bad commer-
cials, annoying. offensive, insulting.
repetitive, laughable commercials, a
deluge. And so I growled about such
stupidity. And my daughter res-
ponded by saying. "They might have
been written by one of your
students."
I was stunned. Such couldn't be. I
didn't teach anyone to do such work.
But someone did at some university.
In a journalism or marketing depart-
ment a professor taught the writers
of those ads. And then I realized
that the odds are somewhere in
print or broadcasting are some pretty
bad advertising messages written by
students I instructed.
Am Ito blame? Or did they fail to
learn? Is this deluge of nonsense my
fault or were the students not
listening when I told them the
correct way to do things?
I am compelled to conclude this is
something for which I am not
responsible. Honest, ethical,
straightforward advertising is what
my classes are all about. Why
should I shoulder the burden of
fault? Are physics professors
blamed for the hydrogen bomb.
zoology professors for germ warfare?
Economics professors for inflation or
recession? Certainly not. So I'm not
to blame for lousy advertising.
Right! Probably wrong! Probably
my best students are now in New
York grinding out all those glorious
headache remedy messages. deo-
dorant claims etc. And if I am honest
I must live with the knowledge that
my life's work has given our society
Mr. Wimple and worse.
I am depressed.
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The Music Man is a singing sucess
In its most elaborate produc-
tion in years, the Maine Masque
has come up with a winner with
Meredith Willson's musical The
Music Man.
The show will run through
Saturday at Hauck Auditorium,
with a matinee showing this
Friday afternoon at 2 p.m.
The cast of over 60 students
and children were well coor-
dinated in their song and dance
numbers, bringing to life the
spirit and atmosphere of River
CO, Iowa in 1912.
The action in the production
centers around a travelling swin-
dler who has gone into the
business of selling musical in-
struments in small towns across
the midwest. He sells the in-
struments and band uniforms
with the promise that he will
teach all the boys in town to play
and organize them into a boy's
band.
Professor Harold Hill, the
swindler played by Robin Lisher-
ness, has only one problem with
his scheme to organize the band:
he doesn't know the difference
between an F-sharp and a G-
cleft.
Hill is further bogged down in
his scheme because of his wish to
seduce the local librarian and
music teacher, Marian Paroo,
played by Lynne Schuster
McGhee. McGhee's biggest
problem in the role of Marian is
her good looks. something that
detracts slight l from her spinster
image. She also seemed to have a
hard time in her first song,
"Goodnight My Someone"
projecting her beautiful voice
over the band.
The coordination of the song
and dance numbers which in-
cluded the town's people were
probably the most impressive
part of the whole show. With
over twenty people on stage, in-
cluding a fair array of
youngsters, the numbers "Iowa
Stubburn", "Trouble" and
"Wells Fargo Wagon" were all
well choreographed and the
children in the show turned in
especially fine performances.
The different sets used
throughout the production were
quite elaborate and well
designed, although they did look
a little rickety at times. But con-
sidering the variety and com-
plexity of the sets, Lisa Cooley,-
the stage manager, did a tremen-
dous job designing and coor-
dinating the set movement
throughout the production.
Some of the most impressi‘e
singing in the whole show came
from the impromptu barbershop
quartet made up of four of River
Cit v's more distinguished citizens
pla)ed by Tony Mitchel, Joseph
Wiggett, Jonathan Gates and
Mark Austin. Their songs "Sin-
cere" and "Lida Rose" were im-
pecably sung in four-part har-
mony with a theatrical flare
unequaled throughout the show.
The quartet's attempts to get
Hill's "credentials" throughout
the show would be consistently
interrupted by their songs, which
were always initiated by Hill in an
attempt to keep them off his trail.
The gossiping quartet of town
ladies also sang their songs well.
In "Pichalittle" and the
"Pickalittle Reprise", their
voices melded together as they
imitated chickens in a barnyard
"cheep, cheep cheeping" about
the town gossip.
Some of the most impressive
acting in the show came from the
younger children who took part
in the production. And
Hamilton, who played the part of
Marian Paroo's brother, Win-
throp, did a tremendous job with
the part. The Ito. suffered from
a lisp, and because of it was in-
troverted until he met the music
man. Hill teaches him a song
with no s's, "Gary, Indiana",
which the young Hamilton sang
with true spirit.
Other children in the play,
Tamela Glenn, Susan Butler,
Stanlel Burgoyne and all the
other members of the boys band
also put in fine performances as
the town children.
One of the more amusing
scenes in the play came at the
beginning when there are six
Prof. Harold Hill, played by Robin Lisherness, sings to Olin Britt during the song "Trouble".INlunro photo
I he Barbershop Quartet played by I from I. to r. I Tony Mitchell, Joseph WIggett. Mark Austin
and lonathan (.ate% ‘Iunro photo]
travelling salesmen on a train
headed for River City. By
imitating the clickiiy-clack sound
of the railroad car in their
dialoge, the salesmen had quite
an amusing talk about the swin-
dler who has been making the
rounds in the midwest selling in-
struments to children as a scam.
This is the first iniroduet ion we
are given to Hill, as he listens
carefully to their talk, then gets
off in River City.
With that introduction, we see
Hill go to work on the tow n's
people with hi, pitch of keeping
the kick out ot I r ouble 11%
organizing the band.
While there were a few weak
spots in the opening night's
show, overall the production was
quite enjoyable. Director Al
Cyrus, musical director Ludlow
Hallman and choreographer Alex
Cooke all did a comendable job
in integrating the music, dance
and acting into the show.
For anyone looking for a fun
evening with "Seventy-Six
Trombones" and lots of singing
and dancing, The Music Mau is
the answer.
-Paul Fillmore
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Looking ahead to Dance Umbrella 82
Otto Piene lecture
Grace Slick and Jorma Kaukonen's
latest albums reviewed
Gordon Bok concert preview
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Environmental artist
shows slides of work
Sky opera, laser circus, sound stairs
and media fountains are all art forms
created by Otto Piene and his
associates at the Center for AdvancedStudies at Massachusette Institute ofTechnology.
Piene, director of the center, presen-ted a slide show of the center's works
to about 80 people Tuesday night inLittle Hall. "The center is very open.
There is a chosen relationship amongthe artists and the scientists from other
communities. The spirit is productive
and happy," he said.
"An artist doesn't give up his in-dRiduality , personality or subjectivityat the center," Piene said. There is anidea that artists have to be separatedfrom society in order to be productiVeand do the work of an artist. In GroupZero, a group of European artistsfounded by Piene, he realized, "thepersons there were voluntary membersof a democratic society."
Group Zero consisted of many
"kinetic artists" who were interested inintegrating modern art with
technology. Piene was also co-publisher of the group's magazine,
Zero, along with another German ar-tist, Heinz Mack. He stayed with the
magazine until 1963, when he decidedto devote his full attention to his art.
Piene said he realized that moreideas can be generated with morepeople. The danger of an individual'sideas getting lost in a communal eflbrtwas not necessarily true.
"People at the center do not have toparticipate in everything the centerdoes," said Piene. "But they are ex-pected to bring their statements and
messages to a larger audience." Video,laser and sky art are the ways they ac-complish this.
The center is a place of many
generations, Piene said. The oldest
member is 75 and the youngest is 22.
Another aspect of the center is there is
almost a balance between the sexes. A
variety of fields are represented there,
too.
The center uses environmental art
such as neon sculptures and inflatable
sculptures, which correspond to the
environment around them. Piene
makes inflatables for outdoor events
such as festivals or carnivals.
Developmental media consists of
video and telecommunications. One
artist used doll houses for animation.
Holograms, three-dimensional pictures
made by reflected laser light on a
photographic film without the use of a
camera have also been used extensively
by the center. They also have laser per-
formances with the interaction of
sound and vision. Sound stairs are
dancers interacting with a sound
system that are activated by their body
movements on stairs.
There are celebrations or large scale
public events. "Center Beam" was 33different phenomena collectively
organized in a kinetic performing
sculpture presented by Piene and the
center. It was a combination of steam,laser projects and a long water prism.
The "Sky Opera" was a musician
raised in the air by balloons who per-
formed to the audience below.
The field of education at the center
teaches the new art forms and the role
of technology in contemporary art and
life.
"Technology can be a menace. The
role of the artist is keeping it from
becoming an unwanted regulating for-
ce over our lives," Piene said.
Piene has also written a book, MoreSky, which talks about many of the
outdoor extravagandas he has
produced.
-Julie Griffin
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Dance Umbrella '81 was more than
incredibly successful, says Teresa
Torkanowsky professor of dance and
coordinator of the program. She said
the enthusiasm of the aftermath is
overwhelming.
Torkanowsky is scheduled to speak
before the New England Foundation
for the Arts, a founder of Umbrella
'81, to explain its success and to give
her ideas as to the continuation of the
program. Torkanowsky is also plan-
ning a meeting with the department
heads of Colby, Bowdoin, and Bates to
pass on her ideas for the organization
of Umbrella '82.
Torkanowsky says she was glad she
had undertaken the job of getting the
program together and next year she
hopes one of the other schools will host
the program.
"The UMO dance company did not
perform in this program because it
wouldn't have been right for the host
to perform," Torkanowsky said, "But
we did get adjudicated along with the
other Maine schools."
Adjudication means that a com-
pany is recognized on a national scale
as a performing company, and there
were two representatives that attended
the week-long program of dancing,
and rated the four colleges.
Torkanowsky said the production
went well except for a few minor
catastrophies. There were so many lit-tle things to consider she said and, oneparticular incident came to mind.
On opening night Torkanowsk N'found they were one bed short for aperformer, she happened to mention itto President Silverman and his wile
and the president insisted the perfor-
mer stay with them. Meanwhile, Cind‘McCurby, the housing coordinator,found another place for the dancer to
stay. Torkanowsky said she explainedthe whole thing to the president andthanked him for his offer.
"We had complete cooperationfrom people like Residential Life, 1 heBear's Den and the Orono coin-inunity," said Torkanowsky. "Andthe State Commission of the Arts went
all out to justify the funds for thisprogram."
When Torkanowsky applied for thefunds for Umbrella, she also sent in her
request for the regular funds the danceprograms at the university need. TheState Commission of the Arts grantedher less than her total request and shefound that the regular programs weregoing to suffer. Torkanowsky ex-
plained the situation to the commission
and they came through with the
money.
Torkanowsky hoped one of the
other colleges would host the program
next year and said, "It would be nice tobe the guests for a change. Although it
no one else was to continue the
program, I'd probably take it on
again."
-Katrina Morgan
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Gordon Bok
to appear
Singer
-songwriter Gordon Bok willbe appearing in Hauck auditorium thisSunday night, March I at 8 pm to singabout many tales of the sea.
Bok sings traditional sea songs of
many countries as well as ballads aboutthe Maine coast and sailors. Born inCamden, he has played guitar since theage of nine when he began playingfamily folksongs.
Playing unaccompanied on both sixand 12 string guitars, Bok sings many
of his own compositions, mixed with
other traditional folk songs of the sea.Bok has played in folk
-clubs, con-
certs and festivals throughout this
Sir • -0,%.
country, Canada, England and
Scotland. He also served as the first
mate on the sloop Clearwater which
sailed the Hudson River and the New
England coast. The sloop trip was cap-
tained by Pete Seeger and was used as a
musical attention drawer to the plight
of the Hudson River in the early 70 s.
He also served as both an artist in
residence and faculty member of the
College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor.
Ex-airplaners flying different ways
Back in the late 60 s, the Jef-
ferson Airplane was one of the
most popular and influential
bands on the rock scene. Com-
bining rock, folk, jazz, and
blues, the Airplane created its
own sound, a sound which
epitomized the drug-culture por-
trayed by California rock at that
time.
Two of the Airplane's
"Pilots" throughout these years
were Grace Slick and Jorma
Kaukonen. Most people haveheard a lot about Slick, the
Band's outspoken, visual singer.
Jorma, who eventually broke
away from the Airplane withbassist Jack Cassady to form HotTuna, fueled the Airplane withhis guitar work, and yet always
seemed to be in the background.
Some sixteen years after the
Airplane's lift off, a lot has
changed. The Airplane is now
the Starship, and Jorma and
Grace are out on their own. It'sinteresting to compare the dif-ferent directions these two per-
formers have chosen.
Welcome to the Wrecking Ballis the title of Slick's new release,
and what an appropriate one it isin a number of ways. The music
on this album is about as subtle
as dropping a slab of granite on
someone's foot. Though wailing
guitars and blood
-curdling
screams may be all in a day's
work for the likes of Ted Nugent
or Aerosmith, hearing this sort of
trash from a woman considered
by many to be one of rock's best
singers has to be depressing,
especially to her fans.
Which leads us to the other
reason the title fits so well-by put-
ting out this album, Grace is
tearing down a little bit of what it
took her this long to build up.
Wrecking Ball is boring and
lifeless, and worst of all, Grace
comes out sounding like the
phony I know she isn't.
Her second solo effort
following last year's Dreams,
Slick seems determined to prove
to the world she can still kick it
out. Yet, why should she have
to? Slick has accomplished more
in her career than most bands
could possibly hope to. Unfor-
tunately, there is nothing special
this time around for Grace.
And then came Jorma!
Though Jorma looks new wave
on the cover of Barbeque King,
he has basically stuck with the
same formula which made Hot
Tuna the cult-favorite it is today.
A blend of blues and folk in a
rock vein, this album is nothing
new for him as far as direction in
concerned. But why ruin a good
thing?
This is one area Kaukonen has
always been head and shoulders
above the rest of the Airplane's
crew(where ever they all are!).
He's always known exactly what
he's wanted to do with his music.
Kaukonen and Cassadv formed
Hot Tuna precisely for this
reason; there were just some
things they wanted to do
musically which they knew
weren't feasible for the Airplane.
Barbeque King is primarily
electric stuff, fronted by Jorma's
amazing guitar style and unique
vocals. Only two cuts on the
album feature Jorma on acoustic
guitar(the title track and
"Rockabilly Shuffle"). The best
songs here)Runnin' with a Fast
Crowd," "Starting Over
Again", "Milk Cow Blues
Boogie", and "Roads and
Roads") delve into his roots.
Jorma's guitar sizzles as sweetly s
as ever on these cuts, and his new
band, Vital Parts(Denny
Degorio-bass, John Stench-
drums) is tight and intense. Mike
Butera adds sax on "Love is
strange", giving this song a
dimension rarely heard on a Jor-
ma song.
Together, Grace Slick and
Jorma Kaukonen make up a very
large portion of rock history. On
her new album, Grace has taken a
new route and ends up sounding
like an amateur. Kaukonen, on
the other hand, has chosen
basically to keep doing what he's
been doing for a long while now:
Putting together some great
tunes.
I think he's made a wise
decision.
-Bill Scott
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How Do You
Spread the
Word?
We Suggest
Maine Campus
Classifieds
The Classifieds are an easy,
inexpensive way to send a
message, get information,
buy, sell — the possibilities
are endless.
New Weekly Rates
'1.20 for 14 words or less, 10' for each additional
word per day
3 days -53 5 days -55
(Please Prepay)
Lord Hall Basement
UMO
Maine Campus
POPInOt
mexican restaurant
L,.....,<..,_.... Pepino's Take- Out 989-11119-1330 MON. - aosso - TUES SUN I lam I lpmTAKE OUT SERVICE
515 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER, ME.
MAIN ST.. ELLSWORTH -PI
COMPLETE DINNERS - VEGETARIAN FOODS.
TACOS BURRITOS ENCHILADAS
CHILI — CHILI-DOGS GUACAMOLE
Al Green and Paul Kelley Present
IN CONCERT
It, OAKAND
THE BLEND
Sunday March 8th, 7:30 PM
AT THE BANGOR AUDITORIUM
5.50 Advance
6.50 Day of Show
On Sale Now in Bangor at Down Under Record and
Audio, Viner Music, T'Shirts and Things, in Brewer at
Brewer Card and Gift, and AT THE BANGOR
AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE OR IN 306 SOMERSET
HALL ON CAMPUS. FOR RIDE INFO CALL 581-7578.
General Admission
AMIN.
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With the new month ahead, there skillbe a number of new an exhibits goingup around campus.
In Carnegie Hall, three new exhibitswill be featured. "Ten Maine Sculp-tors" will be in the Gallery Two of thehall. Two sculpters from 10 Mainesculptures will be featured.
The Print Room will also have onexhibition the works of RichardTucker, the late artist from Camden.The Seminar Room in Carnegie willalso have on exhibition the works ofthe commercial artist Leonard Der-mott. The pieces are from a commer-cial project the Millbridge artist did.The Photo Salon in the MemorialUnion will feature 35 of the Port Clydephotographers pieces.
Outside Hauch Auditorium, therewill he a show of prints done byCanadian printers.
WMEB top 10
I I Ste% e W i nw ood-A re of a Diver
2) John Lennon and ‘'oko Ono-Double fantasy
3) Nucleat Regulator% (ommis.ion-Reut .tor
4) The ('lash-San Dinisia!
5) Boomtown Rats-Mondo Bongo
6) Rush- Moving Pictures
7) Bill ('hinnock-Dime Store Heroes
8) Pat Benatar-Crimes of Passion
9) Various Artists-Dance Craze
10) Shoes-Tongue Twister
Thursday, Feb.26
Faculty Concert
120 Lord, 8:15 pm
"Star Crash"
101 English Math, 7&9 pin
The Music Man
Hauck, 8:15 pm
Album feature
Elvis Costello
WMEB-FM, 10 pm
Searsmont Street Band
Benjamin's, 9 pin
Them Fargo Brothers
Barstans, 9 pm
Friday, Feb. 27
The Music Man
Hauck, 2&8:15 pin
The New Birth-New Wave
Showcase
R'AfEB-FM, 6:30 pm
"Royal Flash"
101 English-Math, 7&9:30 pm
Footprints Jazz Ensemble
Ram's Horn, 8 pin
Bone Dry Band
Barstun's, 9 pm
Searsmont Street Band
Barstan '5, 9 pm
Classic Album Feature
The Ramones
WMEB-FM, midnight
Saturday, Feb 28
"Goodspell"
101 English-Math, 7419 pm
Coyote
Damn Yankee, 8 pm
The Music Man
Hauck, 8:15 pm
Craig Wells, Libby Mullmen & MarkMacedo
Ram's Horn, 8 pm
Searsmont Street Band
Benjamin's, 9 pm
Midnight _special
Traffic
WMEB-FM, midnight
Suday, March I
Eclectic Hours
WMEB-FM, 8 ant
Moment by Moment
101 English Math, 7 pm
Gordon Bok
Hauck, 8 pin
Dinner Theatre
Barstan's, 8:30 pin
Robert Klein Hour
Robert Palmer, Chevy Chase andBruce Cockburn
RMEB-FM, 10 pm
Monday, March 2
Lance Brown
Barman's, 9 pm
Monday Night Jazz
WMEB-FM, 9 pin
Tuesday, March 3
Thirsty Eat
Featuring Don McLean
WMEB-FM, 6:30 pm
"Nosteratu"
101 English Math, 7:30 pm
Teed Fox Springs
Bear's Den, 8 pin
Lance Brown
Barstan's, 9 pin
Wednesday, March 4
Off the Beaten Track
WMEB-FM, 6:30 pm
A Day at the Races
A Night at the Opera130 Little Hall, 7 pm
Teed Fox Springs
Bear's Den, 8 pm
Scott Folsom Band
Barstan's, 9 pm
TRY OUR NEW
INFLATION FIGHTER!
Why pay 45' for a
12 oz. can when you can
get a 12 oz. cup
(101/2
 fl. oz.)
for 25'?
ACTUAL SIZE
CANTEEN
COMPLETE T000 P. VETOING SERVICE
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Take more care in reporting It's your duty
To the Editor:
I am writing with regard to
the article titled "Student
ousted from dorm for
'speaking mind'' (Maine
Campus., Feb. 6). The article
about "Special" Ed Cutting
raised some importantquestions in my mind about
Residential Life's abilit todeal with disciplinaryproblems.
Does !nosing Ed to anotherdorm alle% iaiL• the problem of
vandal sin? What if Eddecides to "Speak his mind"in Stodder Hall in the same
way that he did in Dunn?
What will be Residential Life's
next step? And how will
similar cases be dealt with in
the future? It appeared that
Risidential Life needed to
.r the problem moreL'aretully. taking into con-
sideration Ed'. needs and
what would be best for him.Shipping him front dorm todorm, I felt, was not the an-
swer.
These were my thoughts at
reading Paul fillmore's at -
tile, but atter talking with an
RA in Dunn, I realized that
Residential Life had shown
more concern than the articleled me to behest:. Paul
Fillmore', article failed to
present both sides of the issue.No representative from
Residential Life was quoted
with regard to the issue athand. Even the headline was
misleading; it was neser clear
what Ed was "Speaking his
mind" about. There was no
opportunity for either colir-
mation, or denial from
Residential Life.
Paul Fillmore failed in his
responsibility as a reporter togive an objectise account or
the story.  In order for the
reader to form a %and opinion,he or slIC needs to know all theimportant information in anissue.
Maine Campus and PaulFillmore should take more
care in the future to assureinure complete reporting.
Students do participate
lo the Irdiior:
I am writing in response to
the letter to the editor in the
Feb.. 2 edition of the .1/uvreCampus entitled, Who
it es?." In this article, Frank
estoser asks the question.
"Can it be possible that %n en
one student could care less
who the president is, much lessbe interested in hisinaugerat ion? What
nonsense." To answer Mr.
Westoser's quesliOn, es !here
are those who care.
Not only did one, but hun-
dreds care enough to attend
Mr. Silverman 's inaugeration.
Such student organizations as
the Sophomore Eagles, the
Sophomore Owls, All Nlame
Women, The Senior Skull
Society, Alpha Phi Omega,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Student
Alumni. the Panhellenic
Council. UMFB, and the Oft
Campus Board participated in
Sincerely,
P. Holding
inaugeral ceremonies.
In addition to this,
numerous students competedin Winter Carnkal actisitiesheld in celebration of the
President's inatigeration.
These events included the
snow sculpture contest, games
on the mall, and Alpha Cant-ina Rho's bed sliding contest.
Although it is true thatinany students. such as Mr.
Wesioser, may has e cared less
about President Silserman'sinaugeration, there were cer-
tainly. many who did. There
are many interested. respon-
sible students on campus who
take an actise part and ahealths interest in the affairs
concerning the link ersity . If
there were not, Mr. Westoser
would not has e a newspaper in
which to exhibit his apathy.
Sinceiely,
Colleen NI. Fitzgerald
It) th I ditor:
Please take the time to read
this letter and try to under-
stand. The student body,
which you now represent is
crying out for an education.
Agreed? The %cry best
professors are those who
stimulate the students•
curiousity forcing them to
examine all sides of the
arguments and for
opinions.
1his letter is not about the
faculty's at (if there is
such a thing); it is about the
other features of U.11.0.
which stimulate students min-
ds. Ohs iously , the list of in-
puts is vast and it saries a good
deal from student to student
most of these stimuli are in-
tangible). It is up to the
student to decide to ss hat
degree he she is influenced by
the different aspects of
U.N1.0. And the more sour-
ces that are as ailahle to the
student, the beim are the
chances of him her for -
mulating a less biased opinion.
I'm at that I am going
to has e to accuse you and the
senate of being a Big Brother
by attempting to seserel limit
the amount of stimuli on cam-
pus. I ant Fettling to the :ra-
ting of The Nen. Edition. Sin-
ce our whole plat Rom,before I.ebruary Is, was one
ol stressing student in-
vols einem, it is contradictor
for you to be endoi sing the
cutting of a des ice which
brings the issues to the student
hods (i.e., The .New Edition).
What else do you plait on cut-
ting? (I remember your endoi-
semen' of certain ahernatise
groups at the public debate
with Chris 11cFsoy aebruary
in response to a question
about trustee RobinsTrititti:
u m uSurely. yost understand
this argument.
Edition is and excellent means
of reaching out to the Studentbody and Os ing them and in-depth perspectise about per-tinent issues, not found ill
other sources.
Please don't let pets. utal
grilles get in the way. Suppoit
the .\'ett. Lditum at the senate
meeting next Fuesday -it's you!dirk .
Urgentls.
Chip Hammond
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Letters
EQUAL
TIME
I he Winne (.tunpus%el..-ornes letters to the editor.Letters should be briel andinclude a name and telephone
number.
Names %ill be v, ithheld onl
under special circumstances.
"Anon mous" and openletters, although v,elcome. ilI
not he published.
I he Maine Campus reser% es
he twin to edit letters tor libel,
claro, taste and to tit as ailable
[commentary george roche
It happens all the time
The recent fair weather
has made hitchhiking to
and from Carmel more tif ajoy than a burden. Stan-
ding out on that lonely.
shoulder on the hig,hway
where the huddled masses
yearn to be free can have its
compensations. It also has
its saving them money on
heating bills. Government
spokesmen may be op-
timistic about the future but
the people aren't. It's not
really an "Armageddon"-
final collapse-type fear; but
rather. a "caught in a long
grinding slide with no chan-
ce of catching up" kind of
feeling. The president calls
for more austerity while
taking four day vacations at
his California ranch that
are costing the taxpayer abundle (about $80-100,000
a shot).
Alas Babylon.
Last Friday I was told by
a friend that a mutual
acquaintance of ours had
dropped out of school over
the failure to make up a
missed test. In the
discussion that followed
about the individual we
discovered some other very
significant reasons that set
up this situation. How. in
his effort to experience life
to the fullest, he had
strayed down some dark
paths and passed from his
understanding. In his con-
fusion he lost perception.
Other failures led to more
frustrations that eventuall%
osercame him when the
prelim problem went
unresolsed. So for the want
of one test this school lost a
talented person.
This happens all the time.
I am disappointed in my
own failure to empathize
with the individual and had
penetrated the facade of his
"Oh. everything's goingfine attitude." I am alsodisappointed in my friend's
inability to recognize the in-
significance of one prelim
in the scope of the life that
he was in such a hurry to
live. However, I have come
to praise Ceasar, not buryhim.
We now have the answer
to the old adage, "what it
they held an election and
nobody came?"
Answer: Charlie Mercer.
Apologies for the cheap
shot Mr. President (should
I say "Sorry, Charlie?")
but I would hardly call your
victory a sweeping mandate
from the people. Granted.
you crushed your op-
ponent, but less than one-
third of the electorate
bothered to vote. There is
more to your presidency
than winning this election.
George Roche is a seniorjournalism major from
Cannel, Maine.
CRISPY .• I CAN'T ALWAYS
BE GIVING IN
EVERY TIME YOU OECIDE
TO DO SOMETHING !
I'VE GOT A HELL OF A LOT
OF STUDYING...
10 11,ir ( ,drrip2is • I hi4r,da‘ 1 2r)
World
 
 news
Two more young blacks disappear
as search continues in Atlanta
A II .ANTA,(AP)- The disappearances of two more black boys promptedpolice searches in Atlanta neighborhoods Wednesday, as prospects dimmed for ahuge federal cash outlay to bolster the special inquiry into the cases of 20 dead
and missing black children.
Public Safety Commissioner Lee Brown said the cases of the two black boys
who disappeared Tuesday were being handled by the missing persons division andhad not been turned over to the special unit set up in the other cases.
About 1,700 people are reported missing in Atlanta each year, Brown said, and80 percent are found in 24 hours. Reports of missing children- even habitual
runaways-have lately been receiving wide attention because of the continued un-
solved killings of children.
Dempster D. Williams, 10, of southwest Atlanta, was last seen at his home at 8p.m. and was reported missing within hours, police said. Termal Heard, 14, of
northwest Atlanta, was last seen at 3:30 p.m. at a downtown park trying to catch
a bus to suburban College Park. He was reported missing Wednesday.
Child disappearances are not turned over to the special child deaths task force
•until it is determined they fit the profile of the 20 cases under investigation. Allthe dead and missing children investigated by the task force were aged 7 to 15, all
were black, and many received little parental supervision. All but two were boys.They were killed or disappeared over the past 19 months.
Ohio to host spud wrestling festival
MANTUA, OHIO (AP)- Ohio's self-proclaimed potato capital is preparing aspud wrestling exhibition for the Mantua Potato Festival in September.The Portage County town, population 1,020, gained notoriety last year bydumping 10,023 pounds of mashed potatoes from a cement mixer onto a citystreet, then adding 55 gallons of gravy to highlight its festival.
This year, the potato mix will be dumped onto an elevated stage on MainStreet, .and female and celebrity wrestlers will grapple in the goo, said KathySimmons, festival publicity chairman.
Theater chain tries $1 admission
CHICAGO, (AP)- Attendance jumped an average of 150 percent in about 500
movie houses in a nationwide theater chain that experimented with SI admission-
and a company executive says the bargain will become a weekly fixture.
"The experiment is over bargain Tuesdays are here to stay," Harold Klein,
Plitt Theater executive vice president, said Wednesday. "Attendance was up as
much as 300 percent in some of the theaters, and averaged out to about 150 per-
cent."
The $I price was charged during the day Tuesday as well as at night. Plitt is the
nation's third largest theater chain and is headquartered in Chicago.
Klein, who decided to reveal exact attendance figures, said he expects com-
petitors to have similar bargain days and welcomes them.
"They probably will choose a day other than Tuesday," he said. "Our
business is best when more people attend all theaters, so I hope our competitors
will cut their pric.:s. Word of mouth is the best advertising, and SI movie days
have people talking."
U.S diplomat speaks out against
military aid to El Salrador
WASHINGTON,(AP)- The former
U.S. ambassador to El Salvador said
Wednesday that the leftist guerrilla
movement is "broken and declining"
and that any attempt to bolster the
government through large-scale U.S.
military aid could backfire with a right-
wing coup.
Robert White, a career diplomat
currently here awaiting reassignment,
said "I believe the right is constantly
trying to overthrow the government, as
is the left, and it's a beleaguered
government in the middle."
White, ambassador during last year
of the administration of then-President
Jimmy Carter, testified to a
congressional subcommittee that "The
real threat to the stability of the gover-
nment comes not from the left, but
from the extreme right. The left is
broken and declining."
President Reagan fired White as
ambassador to El Salvador soon after
taking office and officials said one
reason was White's public criticism of
events there.
Reagan is considering boosting U.S.
military assistance and sending at least
some additional advisers to help the
Salvadoran government fend off what
the State Department says is "a tex-
tbook case of indirect armed
aggression by Communist powers
through Cuba."
.44
By speaking out publicly against aid,
White was breaking rank with an ad-
minstration that had not yet disclosed
its course of action.
teCOLUIJEV's
EL BELLS.?
Cold Wine
Beer
Kegs
with hook-ups
Open til 1 1.0 0 p.m. Weekdays
Fri 8 Sat. til 12 p.m.
Sun'til 10 p.m
750 Stillwater Ave
827-5504
Toxic waste cleanup curtailed
CONCORD, N.H. (AP)- The cleanup of poisonous and explosive chemicalsfrom 23 toxic waste dumps across the country has been stalled or halted because
of a lack of federal money, government officials said Wednesday.
The sites, in 11 states, have been called the "most serious toxic health hazardsin the country" by the Environmental Protection Agency and federal emergency
cleanup money had been used to remove toxic material and contaminated water
and soil from the areas.
"There are 23 sites where emergency cleanups have been halted or curtailed by
a lack of money," said an EPA spokeswoman. "We're told we can resume
cleanup at those toxic dumps, when and if Superfund money is released."The decision on the future of Superfund and EPA's emergency cleanup funds
will be guided by the Office of Management and Budget.
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STARTS FRIDAY
Fidelity Union Life's
Athlete Of The Week
Kim McDonald has been chosen as this
week's Fidelity Union Life Athlete of
the Week. David L. Theriault, general
agent of the Bagor Office, has
established the weekly award to
recogniie outstanding UMO student
athletes.
t
Kim McDonald, a freshman f 
 Wilton, Maine, is an outstanding distance runner on theyyomen's track team here at UMO. Because of her excellent pet tormances at the Maine StateFrack meet this past Friday, she has been chosen Athlete 01 The Week .Kim on the grueling (NO mile race and placed second in the mile at the meet. She scored 18otthe 145 total points the Black Bears accumulated.
The freshman has been running well on the track all season, considering this is her first seasonindoors. She likes the longer distances best, feeling most at home in the 3,000 and 5,000 meterruns.
While at Mu. Blue High School, McDonald led the cross country team to the State Champion-ships three years in a row and had been the reigning (lass A champ since her sophomore year."Kim works aw fully hard and should improYe steadily to become one of the top runners in NestEngland, il she isn't already . Her future lies in the longer events, the SOX/ and cross country. Sheis one of the best runners we'Ye ever had here at the uniyersity," said Womens Track and CrossCountry Coach Jim Ballinger.
Fidelity Union Life
America's largest Insurer of College Educated
Young Adults
Bangor office 417 Main St. 947-0782
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Sports
Black Bears drop heartbreaker to Temple 53-51
hy Ernie Clark
.1- he Templ• Owls took an earls
second half lead and held off a furious
Lim ersity of Maine rally to down thebasketball Black Bears, 53-51, Wed-
nesday night ai MAionigle Gym inPhiladelphia.
'The Black Bears fell behind by 13
points earls. in the second half, bur
came back to tie the contest behind the
shooting or Champ Godbolt and Jim
Mercer. After Temple's Jim
McLoughlin hit a jumper to put Tem-
ple up 53-51 with 40 seconds
remaining, Maine had ses ei a! oppor-
tunities to retie the game. But Maine's
road lock, which has resulted in a 4-13
record ass as from Memorial Gym, was
true to form as Maine could not get the
final shot to fall.
Icemen need win
in A !fond finale
by Scott Coif-
The official opening date for the
LA AC hockey playoffs is March 10,
bur that is in name only. Plas oft
hssicria will certainly be in the air
tonight at Alfond Arena when the
hockey Bears collide head on with the
Unisersits of New Hampshire at 7:30
in a sets big game.
How big is this one? Big enough for
Jack Semler to comment Wednesdas.
that in UMO's short four year hockey
history this contest, "is the biggest of
our careers." That includes es en body
from Semler right on down through
Bananas the Bear and tin Lambonidriser.
Maine stands at 10-8 in the ECAC
and has moved up to sixth place in
oserall standings thanks to Cornell's 5-
3 win oser Providence Tuesday night.
Semler indicated earlier in the week
that the Bears must ssin two out of
their remaining three games to nail
doss n a plas off berth.
After tonight's contest, t he plas at
Pros idence Mondas night and at fast -
sliding Northeastern a week I rom
Saturday . Certainls a w in in tonight's
game and a split on the road is
preferable to I he other alternatise of
has ing to w in two road games to
qualifs for post-season play.
As if this game didn't hase enough
import riding on it, along comes the
added emotional impact of 11 Maine
seniors playing in their final home con-
test. Hitting the Allond icc tor the
final time in the regular season is Cap-
tain Bill Demianiuls, all-time leading
scorer Gary Conn, number two scorer
Joe Crespi. number t hiec •%:011.1 Brian
Hughes, Jamie Logan, Nlare Son, Iom
Lebond. Paul Wheeler and goalie .1 urn
Tortorelia Others winding up out-
standing ,..-aleers here are winger John
Tortorella who phis ed three sears, and
injured winger Jon 1 each. All these
guNs has e Ins en Maine hockeN fans
sonic great thrills met I he ears and
tlre AI be look mg to do it one more
time before an evrected packed house.
Semler said he expects the emotional
impact in the seniors' last home game
to. be overshadowed by the importance
of the game in ushering the Bears into
the playoffs.
Fite Wildcats are one of the ECAC's
hottest teams, having gone 9-1-1 over
their last 11 games. Charlie Holt's club
is presently. in the midst of a three game
win streak that inlcudes beatings ol
Vermont, Brown, and on Tuesday
night, Northeastern 9-5.
That triumph mer the suddenls -
hapless Huskies ele•at:d UNH to four-
th place in the LCAC standings.
The two teams were tied 16-16 mid-way through the half as Champ God-bolt was hitting from the perimeter to
offset Ifemple's inside
-oriented offen-
se. Then the Owls assumed the lead
with an 11-4 spurt, spearheaded by abomb and a three-point play by subTerry Stansbury...
Maine regained its composure and
cut the 27-20 deficit to the 31-26 half-time margin, courtesy of a Jim Mercerhot streak. The 6-2 senior co-captainhit three consecutive jumpers from thetop of the key to bring the Owl defense
away from the basket and keep Mainein the contest.
Temple opened up the second half
with a 10-2 spurt.
Center Ron Wister hit on an inside
mo‘e, and McLoughlin hit a bomb to
up •Lemple's lead to 35-26. Mercer an-
SW ered with a jumper from the right
corner, but hoops by Neal Robinson
and two jumpers by Keith Parham(who went over the 1,000 point mark
with his first basket of the night) gave
Temple a comfortable 41-28 lead with
16 minutes remaining.
Maine came back with an 8-1 run ofits own to cut Temple's lead to 42-36.
Carlisle and Godbolt each hit twobuckets during the streak, as the Maine
perimeter people were picking up looseballs in the lane to set up scoring op-
portunities.
Godbolt hit on a baseline drive to cut
the Temple lead to 42-38, but Robin-
son ended the Bears' run with a jumperfrom the corner to put the lead up to
six points with eight minutes to play.
Godbolt hit a layup off a nice Dave
Wyman feed to keep Maine close, as
the Black Bears were able to hold their
own on the boards without Gunn wh,,
‘k as on the bench with four fouls.
Mercer hit a bomb and Gunn, backin the game, tipped in a Carlisle miss to
get Maine within a single field goal
with five minutes to play. Gunn hit
two free throws to tie Temple, but
Wister connected on a followup to put
the Owls back in front of the underdog
Black Bears.
Mercer and Parham traded long
bombs, and Parham hit one of two free
throws as the Owls maintained a 51-48
lead with three minutes left in the con-
test.
Godbolt picked up a loose ball and
scored, drawing a foul from
McLoughlin. Godboh completed the
three-point play to tie the Owls, 51-51,
with less than a minute to play. But
McLoughlin ationed for his foul with
his corner bomb to give Temple the
win.
FREE STUDENT ADMISSION
Black Bear Basketball vs Deleware State
Friday, Feb. 27 7:35pm Memorial Gym
,The Black Bears salute seniors&likt
•
k
•••••
111111
Jim Mercer Dave Wyman Gary Speed
Then, it's ECAC pl a yoff time!
Tuesday March 3, 7:35 pm Memorial Gym
No. 3 Maine hosts No. 6 Colgate, Canisius or
Niagara in the first-ever
 
ECAC - North playoff game
held on the Orono campus!
Tickets: $2.00 - students with all-sports passes
$3.00 - students without all-sports passes
$4.00 - general admission tickets
Tickets available from the UMO athletic business office Thursday.
Support Black Bear Basket ball
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Residential Life
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How's your diet? Computer tells all
Marie Gagnon
Student Health Advisory Committee
In an effort to inform students more
thoroughly about healthful eating
habits, Residential Life will have an
exhibit in the Memorial Union from
February 23 to March 6. The exhibit
features a mini-computer that analyzes
a visitor's diet according to the type
and amount of food he or she has eaten
for one day.
Visitors enter the foods they have
eaten into the computer on a small
keyboard. An analysis of their calories
and percentages of the U.S. Recom-
mended Daily Allowances(U.S.RDA's)
for each meal and the day's totals ap-
pear on a video screen. The computer,
on loan from Pillsbury Foods, also
makes suggestions on how visitors can
improve their diets. Side panels
provide information on using nutrition
labeling on food packages to learn
more about nutrition, and colorful
Hilltop award
winners named
The Hilltop Complex Committee on
Encouraging Academic Achievement
has developed a series of awards based
on Fall Semester academic performan-
ce, and the Hilltop Office has announ-
ced the names of the students to be
recognized for their accomplishments.
The Hilltop students in each class
year with the highest accumulative
GPA will receive a $100 award from
the office of President Paul Silverman.
Freshman Charles Siletti of Oxford
Hall, sophomore Andrew Files of Ox-
ford Hall, junior John Renaud of Ox-
ford Hall, senior Edwin Haas of
Somerset Hall, and two-year program
senior Celeste Yanelli of Oxford Hall
have been named for the awards.
The fourth floor of Somerset Hall
has earned the distinction of having the
highest aggregate GPA of any floor in
Hilltop Complex, and floor residents
will be treated to a buffet dinner cow
pliments of the Residential Life Depar-
tment. The two Hilltop students who
made the greatest academic im-
provement from Spring Semester 1980
to Fall Semester 1980 are Knox Hall
sophomore Mark Gebauer and Knoxjunior John Bott. The General Alumni
Association has contributed the $100
awards which will be presented to the
two students.
The Hilltop Cafeteria will soon
display a plaque in the lobby area,
upon which the name(s) of the
student(s) in each class year with the
highest Fall Semester GPA will be in-
scribed. The students whose names
will appear on the plaque includejuniors Elaine Melrose and Pamela
Turgeon of Knox Hall, sophomores
Marc Gibert and Peter Way, junior
Becky Jean Gibson, and senior Edwin
Hass of Somerset Hall, and freshman
Charles Siletti, sophomores Stephen
Jordan and Jonathan Schau, andjuniors Kimberly Annis and John
Renaud of Oxford Hall.
1 he Residential Life Newspage adds
its congratulations to those of Hilltop
Complex in honor of these students.
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Students read out their diet data in the FFA room of the Union.
Abstinence is a choice
Times have changed. It's not
such a big deal anymore when
unmarried people decide to have
sex. There's still a double stan-
dard, but most people would ad-
mit the difference between the
standards for men and those for
women is narrowing.
One thing that hasn't changed,
though, is the stigma attached to
a man if he believes in and prac-
tices the value that sexual
relations should be restricted to
marriage or to a long-term
relationship. Now, too, women
who feel the same way are ex-
periencing this stigma. It's not
"in" to have such "narrow and •
old fashioned" views about sex.
But just as these "old
fashioned" standar& often
limited of coerced individual
choice in the past, so do the new
pressures to be sexually
"liberated" censor our individual
choice today. That's not
liberation, it's just a
rearrangement of restrictions.
Sexuality means being capable
of sexual feeling; it does not
necessarily mean acting on them.
The Peer Sexuality Program
recognizes abstinence as a means
of dealing with one's sexuality.
We have Peers who have chosen
abstinence as part of their own
value system. This program
exists to help people clarify their
values, and to choose ways to
deal with their sexuality which
are right for them. We do this 1)
supporting an informed look at
all the oprions, and by en-
couraging individuals in whatever
choice they see as right for them-
selves.
If you would like to see
developed a workshop on Ab-
stinence is a Choice, or if you
would like to discuss this issue
with someone, call 581-2147.
Energy bars
Delicious homemade Energy Bars,
from the kitchen of Lulu Chamberland
of East Holden, are now available at
the Memorial Union newscounter, or
through the FAROG Office in Fernald
Hall, The Energy Bars are a delicious
mix of peanuts, cashews, sunflower
seeds, raisins, coconut, honey peanut
butter, and carob, and are a bargain at
55¢.
Do you manage
your time well?
Dwight Rideout, Dean of Student Af-
fairs, will present a program on Time
Management in the Hart Hall Lounge
on Thursday, February 26 at 6:30 pm.
Refreshments will be served following
the program.
Ask Aunt Sal
Dear Aunt Sal,
I live off campus and am con-
cerned about the rising cost ot
orange juice. What are some
alternate sources of vitamin C
that are less expensive?
RI
Dear R.T.,
Other sources of vitamin C
that aren't too expensive are:
cabbage, potatoes, alfalpha
sprouts, and broccoli. Also, it
you really miss drinking orangejuice it might be helpful to kno‘N
only one 6 oz. glass of orangejuice will take care of all your
body's need for vitamin C each
day.
Aunt Sal
food photos show different ways to eat
correctly.
To date, of people tested in otherlocations, the computer has discoveredthat:
*99 percent are not "smart eaters."
*70 percent get less than two-thirds
of the U.S.RDA B vitamins-thiamine,
riboflavin and niacin and iron.
*55 percent get less than two-thirds
of the total RDA and too few calories.
*54 percent get less than two-thirds
of RDA vitamin A or C
*55 percent do not get enough
calcium.
**44 percent get too much protein.
If you would like to learn more
about nutrition and your eating habits,
stop by the Union and try "The com-
puter experiences." Uroups may
re.erve a 1 hour period for their own
"hands-on" session with the computer
by calling 207-581-7804.
Come visit the
BROKERAGE
by Joyce Baker
Many people have been asking me
about the Learning Resources
BROKERAGE. It is a pilot program
located at 120 Dunn Hall which
promotes better study habits through a
variety of direct and indirect methods.
Students can stop by 120 Dunn Hall to
get individual skills help or they can
pick up information about-skills from
outreach sources. The choice is the
student's.
Packets of study skills information
have been posted in Wells complex.
These consist of single paged study
skills sheets which explain specific
methods for studying. i.e. how to
schedule time, several different
notetaking methods, relaxation
techniques, etc. We have over 50 dif-
ferent information sheets; some hasre
been developed by us, others have been
borrowed from the Developmental
Studies Program at BCC, and others
have been taken from workshops
provided at UMO. We are expanding
the packet service to other complexes.
When requested, packets of skills
reading materials are provided to
R.A.'s and R.D.'s
We like to encourage students to tapinto resources already available at
UMO. A booklet developed by the
BROKERAGE staff lists these resour-
ces. Another program function is to
help the student locate academic sup-port services, tutors, and help sessions.
Information and help sessions on
study skills are provided when
reauested by the resident assistants.Because students groan at the prospect
of "another workshop", help sessions
are incorporated into floor and section
meetings, deal with single concepts,
and last approximately 5-10 minutes.
We invite you to visit the
BROKERAGE at 120 Dunn Hall or to
call us at 581-2595. We are open
Tuesday afternoons 1-4, Wednesdays
and Thursdays from 9 to 4, and onSunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday evenings from 7-9.
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